Babushka Egg Mini Question #1

A Left Behind Child will not Die?
The Torah-Bible is alluding to a hidden truth not obvious to theologians who will perish in a cosmic
God’s Wrath. They taught denominational deception and Satan’s lies for hundred years in their
churches, thus they falsify God’s Word corrupting the last Christian Church and Synagogue
testimony, especially in America, being favored by NYC Illuminate Bankers printing money serving
Lucifer. Thus, Evil became absolute around the world to cause massive environmental Life
extinction exposed in the Torah-Bible. When Time is no more facing the White Throne, God the
Creator will look deeper in our embedded consciousness to seek for a veiled agenda.
Most Christians totally misunderstood the teaching of the Apostle Paul converted to a notion in
Pearl #888 that during the Endtime some will not experience God’s Wrath, thus they invented a
kinder God. To sell more books & CDs, they postulate that God will only judge those who will be
lost. But the Creator is extremely holy and will only make a rapture exception for those who
have not sinned like babies and children; therefore, parents surely will die in Judgment. Why not
read what Jesus said, “Let the children come to me … theirs is the Kingdom” (Matt. 19:14) now at
the front door? There is another group. God gave an unconditional contract to Abraham that his
descendants from Jacob, renamed Israel, would live forever and multiply like the stars in heaven
- still not fulfilled. Rev. 7:1-5 informed us to seal 144,000 Saints from 12 tribes in the Golden City
and Rev. 14:1-5 marked men with seven widowers-children to survive on earth. (Pearl #120)
Many Bible lessons are ignored linked to forgotten Bible history that God’s Judgment is really a
blessing for mankind to remove entrenched Evil, which tormented and enslaved every mortal
until death took over feeling no more pain. Inherited Sin from Adam is a fact, and it will always
genetically suppress the choice of Good and rather choose Evil, which came naturally, thus
avoiding the offer of Eternal Life. Mankind is embroiled in a dilemma. Why not take the only
option open when God in his love sent his Son Yeshua-Jesus who became visible and dressed in
mortality to pay the ransom with his life. Why not repent and claim the great prize offered?
When Evil became absolute corrupt obeying Satan who governed mankind since Adam destined
for death, why not chose God’s Love who offered us a second choice exchanged to a New-life to
last forever. (John 3:16) Like it is proven mirror imaged investigate a caterpillar explained in
nature must die to become a butterfly, for us it means eternal Life one notch higher. God’s
Wrath is illustrated many times in the Torah-Bible to wipe out a whole society and that included
innocent babies - “all that had life”. But this time around will be a major event as “Evil” is
eliminated and Satan put chained in the underworld. Again God provided an escape, a Golden
City spaceship, coming to earth that functioned like a Noah’s boat (2288 BC). The prophesied
Apocalypse will be over after 10 April 2017 dated by science that reduced a seven billion
population 90% repeating again Noah’s Judgment. The question is, “How will mankind continue,
as some must be saved to escape a total destruction of an evil New World Order civilization
linked to a Bible paradox violating a Kosmos curse? “If you sin, you will die.” Thus, it seems
logical that only babies could qualify, not having sinned?
Once more so controversial to continue mankind after God’s Wrath as prophesied in the Bible
listen what Yeshua-Jesus said and look in the sky once more will see the Star of Bethlehem,
which is the traveling spaceship residence of Yeshua-Jesus, the King of Kings, much bigger than
Noah’s boat to save some mortals to continue mankind another 1000 years. The mechanism is
explained in science how it could be done, perhaps like Jacob’s dream showing a ladder to
heaven entering the Golden City (Rev. 21:9) suspended below the clouds as the angels said
when Jesus left this planet witnessed by 500 people. Check out Babushka egg concept books
and research science pearls diving frequently in a Bible Ocean. It is your last option applied to
your Life; quickly copy some Babushka eggs information, as the Web soon will be gone.
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